We call then F |p a (fe, a)-twist, G IQ an (/, P)-twist and H a toral linked twist mapping, 1.1.1. m.
In the presented paper we prove the following. We add to the paper Appendix where we explain what we mean by "almost hyperbolic" and gather some facts from Pesin theory for mappings with singularities, which make background for this paper.
T. 1.1. m. were introduced by Easton [4] . It seems however that the basic phenomena were observed earlier by Oseledec, see [5] . Chap. 3.8.
The case kl>0 has been done by Burton and Easton in [2] and by Wojtkowski in [7] . Almost hyperbolicity when ap< -4 follows from Wojtkowski paper [7] . Vkl>0, global stable and unstable manifolds intersect each other since they are very long and go, roughly speaking, in different directions. This gives ergodicity.
Ifap<-4, global stable and unstable manifolds, although internally very long could have a very small diameter in P u Q. On Figure 1 we show what could happen with subsequent images of a local unstable manifold y under iterations by H. We prove however that if a? < -Co, this is not so, that piecewise differentiable global stable and unstable manifolds contain pieces winding along the whole annulusP(Q). (A similar phenomenon appears in an example studied by Wojtkowski in [8] .), §1, will be devoted to this aim.
In section 2 we briefly list some generalizations of Theorem for larger classes of linked twist mapping. The reader can find details in [11] .
Proof of proposition
To simplify notation assume that the functions/and g are linear.
We may assume | a | = | P |. Otherwise we may change the coordinates on T 2 , taking the coordinates (x, ->/|a/P|.}0. Then we consider the torus B^/Z x^/|a/P|.Z. We may assume that a > 0. Let us repeat according to [2] and [14] the proof of almost hyperbolicity of H. The matrix: Denote P n Q = S and denote the first return mapping, to S, under F, G, H, by F,, G,, H, respectively. It is easy to see that H,=G,oF,.
For almost every xeS there exists D(H,) and D(H,~1) and:
flog'IIDH^MII^M^f log^ || DH^^x) ||^00 <+^.
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Hence for all vectors tangent to s at x there exist Lyapunov exponents for DH,. One of them, corresponding to the vectors from C is positive (not less than log^), the other one is negative.
For almost every xeS its H-orbit returns to S with positive frequency (this is a corollary from Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem, see [2] , Lemma 4.4). Moreover To prove, ergodicity of H and all its powers it is enough to show that for almost every x, yeS, H w (y"(x)) intersects H'^y 5^) ) for all m, n large enough.
For any segment y we denote by /^(y) and /y(y) the lengths of the orthogonal projections of y to the horizontal, respect, vertical axes. We shall prove that for any linear segment yc=H^(y"(.x)), the image F^(y), which is a union of linear segments, contains a segment y' such that either //, (y') > 8. /y (y), for a constant 8 > 1 independent of y, or y' joins the left and right sides of S. In the latter case, due to | /1 ^ 2, G(y') contains a segment joining the upper and lower sides of S (Fig. 2) . (We shall call any segment in S joining the uper and lower sides of S a ^-segment, and joining the left and right sides of S and /z-segment.) In the first case we act on y' with G^ and find a segment y'^G^y') such that either (y^^S./^y') or y" is a u-segment. In the first case we continue the process. We get a sequence of segments of exponentially growing length. So it must finish with a vsegment or an /^-segment. Then, if we continue iterating with F and G alternately we find an /^-segment or y-segment alternately at each step (since | k \, | /1 ^ 2). The same happens for all sufficiently high iterations ofH^on y 5^) . Concluding: H^y^x)) contain y-segments and H~" contain /z-segments for all m, n sufficiently large. But the /z-segments intersect vsegments.
So let us fix a segment yc:H^(y"(x)). Let m^>0 be the first time when F^y) intersects S. Then we have four possibilities: 1) F^y) contains an /z-segment. This case has just been discussed.
2) The right side F^y) intersects S ( Fig. 3) .
3) The left side of F^y) intersects S [this case if fully analogous to the case 2)]. 4) Both sides of F^(y) intersect S ( Fig. 4) .
We study the case 2) and make the assumption (*) that F,(y) does not contain any hsegment. We divide F 7 " 1 (y)\S into three intervals I^, I^, Is. Let us denote F" 11 (y) n S = 14.
Along 1^ the rotation number / (y) changes by a. /y (I^). So, for any integer n > 0 such that l/n<^.l^(l^) there exists a horizontal circle in P, intersecting I^ on which the rotation number is m/n for an integer m. So there exists an F-periodic point 7? e 12 with the period [(1 /a. ^(12)) +1]. It divides 12 into I; and I^C^. 3). The distance d between the different points of the F-orbit of p, Orbp(^), is at least:
Let us denote the last (to the right) point of Orbp (p) inSbyp^ and the next one (to the right) by p^ ( Fig. 3) . Let m^ > 0 be the first time when F" 12 (p) is between p and RS -the right side of S. [Inclusing/? and/?i. Observe however that F^/?) ^p. Otherwise p would have its F-orbit disjoint with S. But F'^/^eyczS, a contradiction]. We denote /o==l'^ul^ and Ai=FC/,n-i\S) for m=l, 2, ..., m^.
Then: /,(^j^min(J+/,(r/ui3), /,(r/ui3)+oc./,(r,ui3)) for m= 1, 2, ..., m^.
IfF^ (^) is between^ and LS (the left side ofS), then /,Q^ n S) ^ d. IfF" 2 (^) e S\{j^ •}, then:
( 2 )^^n S)^min(^/,(I;'uI3)+a./,(I2 / uI3)).
Assume F^(/?)=/?i. Let dist (7?i, RS)=T.J.
Then dist (RS,^)=( 1 -^)-^ we have either ( 2 ) satisfied or /^C/^nS)=T.^ and /•^ n S touches RS with its right end.
Define / o=l^ ul^ and J^=F(J^_i\S) for m=l, ..., m^. We have either: 
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Thus in order to have I, ((/^ u /^) n S) ^ §. /" (y) it is enough that the following inequalities hold:
a.^(l3)+/,(l3)^ §.^(y), (5) a./.(Ii)+/*(Ii)^8./,(Y). For (3) it is enough that: a./^Lz) T^W^-1 "ô r:
We can assume here 1 -S.l,(y)>0 since the assumption (*) implies: (7) /,,(y).(L+a)<2 and L + a ^ -1 + ^17 > 3. We can replace (4), (5) by We divide both sides by l^(y) and due to (7) we obtain the condition:
(12) l I 2 I 1 a(l-(2/(L+a)))'2a+L'a+L [recall that L= -(a/2)+^/(a/2) 2 -!].
In the case 4) the situation is simpler. F'"'(y) divides into 1^ I,, 13 as on Remark. -If /y(y) is small, then in (13) we can write (L+m^ a) instead of L+a, where m^ is large. So (13) can be replaced by:
i>l. a Also (12) can be replaced by:
^c^laTL-^a^L' since we can omit /y(y) in the denominator of the ratio 1/(1 -/y(y)) of (II):
(14) holds for a > 02 » 3,183 590.
In this case the Kr-images of any unstable segment y^x), for m sufficiently large, contain segments of length larger than a constant. The same concerns H~ "-images of y'(y), for n large. Does it imply that there exists a decomposition into finite number of Bernoulli components? 352 F. PRZYTYCKI
Generalizations
Denote by ( ^) the places where we are not exact in statements. .
here q(i), respectively p (7) , is the number of components ofP^n U Qs, respectively of 2. We can consider a composition of a finite number of families of twists alternately on the annuli { Pj and { Qj} (rather than to compose two family only), so that every annulus is twisted at least once and all twists on it go in the same direction.
Then also as in the generalization 1, if slopes of twists are large enough, H is Bernoulli.
3. H is Bernoulli if the above annuli P^, Q, are sufficiently narrow collars for the circles A^, Bj respectively, embedded into a compact orientable surface N, such that A, intersect Bj transversally.
Indeed, then, since | k^\, | lj \ ^ 0 (as ^ 2), slopes of the twists are large (if we consider linear twists, i. e. powers of Dehn twists).
Due to this we can find in any isotopy class of orientation preserving homeomorphism on N a piecewise linear homeomorphism which is Bernoulli (for a probabilistic measure which support is N) with arbitrarily small measure entropy.
4. We can prove Bernoulli property in the generalization 1 with the assumptions \kA, | lj | ^ 2 weakened in various ways (see [11] , the section "graphs of linkage").
For example this assumption can be completely dropped if for every i,j ' . p{i), q(j)^3.
APPENDIX
We refer in this paper to the so-called Pesin Theory [9] for maps with singularities, recently developped by Katok and Strelcyn [6] . For the comfort of the reader we list below the results.
KATOK-STRELCYN, (K-S)-CONDITIONS
Let X be a complete metric space with a metric p. Let N c X be an open subset which is a Riemannian manifolds with a Riemannian metric inducing p | ^. Assume that there exists a number r>0 such that for each xeN, exp^ restricted to the ball B(x)=B (x, min (r, distp (x, X\N))) is injective.
Let \i be a probability measure on X and 0 be a p--preserving, C (c) If additionally for almost every z,z'eX there exist integers m, n such that (Y^zOn^-^Y^z'))^ then in the decomposition ofX we have only one set A,=Ai (i. e. N = 1). In particular <D is ergodic.
(d) If additionally for almost all points z, z'eX and every pair of integers m, n large enougĥ (Y^zOnO-^Y^z'))^ then all powersof^ are ergodic. This implies j(l)==l so <S> is a Bernoulli system.
